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1. Introduction 
The notion of alternation in recognition daices (such as in Turing machinos. 
pushdown automata. finite automata) was first introduced by C’handra et al. [I. 21. 
Since then many papers have been written on the subject (e.g.. [5 Xl). relating the 
power of alternating machines to ordinary machines. It is well known that (ordinary) 
Turing machines. linear-bounded automata. pushdown automata. and tinitc auto- 
mata correspond to the four types of grammars in the C‘homsky hierarchy: unrestric- 
ted. context-sensitive. context-free. and right-linear grammars. It seems natural to ask 
whether the alternating versions of these machines have similar charactcriLations in 
terms of what WC might call alternating grammws. For Turing machines and tinitc 
automata. the alternating and nonaltcrnating versions arc equivalent. so thcrc i5 
nothing to do for these casts. The situation is different for linear-bounded automata 
and pushdown automata. The alternating xrsions of these machines arc equiwlcnt 
and more powwful the! accept cwctl~ the exponential-time languages [2. 71. (Thus. 
~vc need only tind ;I gramm;ltical charactcri/ution for one of them.) Recently. Morila 
[‘I] introduced the notion of an alternating cnntcxt-free grammar (ACFG). An AC’FG 
is a gcnerali~.ation of an ordinary; context-free grammar (C‘FG) in which wt: allow the 
LIW of universal nonterminnls in much the ~mc waq as universal states are used in an 
altcrnnting pushdown automaton (APDA). When 3 universal nontcrminal is expanded. 
several proccsses corresponding to all production rules associated with that nonter- 
minal are spawned, creating multiple derivations. If all derived terminal strings arc 
identical. then the string is said to be gcnurated by the grammar. In [9]. it has claimed 
that APDAs art’ equivalent to AC‘FGs. IJnfortunatel~~. there art’ m:!jor Fiats in the 
proofs of I .emmas 2. I. 2.2 and 1.4 in [9]. Lemma 2.1 states that for an ACF<i (;. au! 
string in _!_((;I has ;I Icftmwt dcri\,atinn. This i\ clwrlc wrong because of alternation. 
A cnuntcresample an be easily constructed: I .et G haw productions: S+ -18. .-I -trh. 
-I -0. II-(/w. c.). b\here -l ix an existential nonturminal and B i5 ;I iini\ersal nonter- 
minal. Then the string U/U ih in the Ianguagc generated h\ G. hut it dews not hax 
;I leftmost derivation. (A rcccnt paper of (‘hen and Toda [i] also implicitly mention\ 
this problem with Lemma 3.1.) Thus. Lemma 1.2 (that awry AC’FG can be simulated 
hv an APDA) dot\ not hold since its proof dcpcnds on Lemma 2. I .4s for Lemma Z.-l. 
the proof is based on the standard technique of simulating ;I pushdown automaton 
(PDA) by ;I C‘FG. This technique in\ol\cs guessing the state of the PDA whenever the 
stack returns to the top of the stack [d]. No\v in the cast of APDA and A<‘FG. if one 
mimics thih simulation tcchniquc. the A(‘F’(i would have to guc~s aI1 configurations of 
the APDA in some: accepting computati~,n tree each time the stack returns to the top. 
For ;I contiguration of the APDA. the grammar must keep track of the information 
concerning the state and input head position. hincc the input head ma> be in diffcrwt 
positions at that moment (because ofalternati~)n). Ho\vcwr. there does not seem to hc 
;I \v;I\ for the gr;lmmar to kwp track of the input head pwitions. This 410~s 
intuiti\oly that ;I simple extension of the simulation tcchniquc in [JJ. such ;t\ the OIW 
in 191. \&ill not \\ork. 
In this paper we prove, using a rather intricate construction, a modified claim: 
APDAs are equivalent to linear-erasing ACFGs. Here, linear erasing means that there 
is a constant c such that every string of length n in the language generated by the 
ACFG has a derivation in which all intermediate sentential forms have length at most 
c.n. Since it is known that APDAs accept exactly the exponential-time languages, it 
follows that these languages are characterized by linear-erasing ACFGs. We note in 
passing that earlier, Rounds [ 1 I] showed that exponential-time languages can also be 
characterized by a subclass of transformational grammars. These grammars are 
tree-rewriting systems satisfying a rather complicated technical definition [IO]. 
2. Definitions 
We adopt most of the definitions and notation from [9, 2, 31. Below we give brief 
definitions of alternating context-free grammars, alternating pushdown automata, 
and alternating linear-bounded automata. More details can be found in the references. 
Note that our definition of an alternating context-free grammar is slightly different 
from the one in [9]; our definition requires an endmarker. It will become clear that the 
endmarker is necessary in the simulation. 
Definition 2.1. An alternating context-free grammar (ACFG) is a five-tuple 
G=(N,U,Zu[$I,P,S), where 
N is the set of nonterminais; 
Us N is the set of universal nonterminals: 
N - U is the set of existential nonterminals; 
C u ($1 is the set of terminals and $ is the endmarker; 
P is the set of productions; 
S is the starting nonterminal. 
ACFGs differ from CFGs in that ACFGs have universal nonterminals. Hence, there 
are universal productions in ACFGs. 
We will consider terminal strings delimited by endmarkers, i.e. strings of the form 
$.Y$. where .YE~*. Let $s$ be a terminal string with endmarkers. A derivation tree of 
G for $s$ is a finite labeled tree which satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) Each node u is labeled with a string (i.e., a sentential form) ~(u)E( N UC u i$) )*. 
(2) The root is labeled with S. 
(3) If u is an internal node of the tree and c(u)=rA/~ with A in U. where 
A+(;~1,;‘7. . . . . ;tk) is the production for A in P, then node u has exactly k children 
I’~. . . ..I’~ such that c(ri)=~;jifi for 1 didk. 
(4) If u is an internal node of the tree and c(u)=cxA/L where A is an existential 
non-terminal and A+;‘, is a production in P, then u has exactly one child c such that 
c(r) = 1;’ , /r. 
(5) All leaves are labeled with the string $z$. 
If ;I derivation tree of G for S.6 exist\, we say that C; deri\xx (or generates) 56. The 
language generated hi G. denoted 2s f_(G). is I.\- 1 G derives S.\-$ j. G is linear-erasing il 
there is ;I constant C’ such that cvq string of kngth II in L((;I ha\ ;I derivation tree 
whose nodes are labeled \vith sentential l’orms of kngth at most (“II. 
Definition 2.2. An alternating pushdo\\n automaton (APDA) is ;i seven-tuplc 
31 =(Q. L’. Z. r. c‘i, q,,. Z,,). whcrc Q i\ the set of machine states. 1’ is the set of universal 
states. 2‘ is the input alphabet. I‘ is the stack alphabet. 2 is the transition (‘unction. qC1 is 
the initial state. and Z,, is the initial stack symbol. The machine works just as an 
ordinary pushdoun automaton except that it has universal states (set C’ in the 
seven-tuple). Similarly. an alternating linear-bounded automaton (ALBA) is ;I lincar- 
space single-tape altcrnatin~ Turing machine bvhich allows both read and write 
operations to be performed on the tape. For an APDA or ALBA :!I. we denote by 
I.( ‘21) the language accepted h! .21. 
It has been shown by <‘handra ct al. [2] that APDAs are equivalent to ALHAs. and 
they xccpt exactly tho ~\pon~ntial-time languages. ix.. lanpuagcs in the class 
u, ,,, DTIME(C’). In the next sxtion, \\c \vill show that ALBAs are equivalent to 
linear-erasing ACFGs. To pro\‘c this. it is convenient to delinc ;I special type of ALBA 
which has ;I circular \vorhtape. Figure 1 showi; such an ALBA with it4 circular tape 
unfolded. The machine works in the following \vay. The original input is stored on the 
worktape in rtxc‘rsc order (ix.. fr~~rn right to left). The worhhcad of the machine ;rl~a>b 
remains stationary and points at the rightmost cell of the worktapc: while the 
worktape rotates counterclock\~ise (i.e.. the t;tpe shifts to\\ards left and the leftmost 
cell on the tape become, the riphtmoht). It is not ditlicult to SW that ALBAs wilh 
circular tape arc equivalent to ALBAs. 
3. Proof of the Characterization 
Proof. It is obvious that the computation of a linear-crusing AC’E‘G can he simulated 
by an ALBA since the lengths of the sentential forms occurring in at least one 
deriwtion trw of c\vrq string in the language ih linearl! hounded (hccause of the 
linear-erasing property). 
Let L be a language accepted by an ALBA M with a circular worktape. We will 
construct a linear-erasing ACFG G to generate L. Let .Y = a iu2.. .a, be an input string 
to M. We describe how G simulates the computation of M on input x, in its derivation 
of the terminal string $x$: G derives string $r$ iff M accepts string .Y. Roughly 
speaking, G derives a string $.u$ in three steps: (i) generate two “copies” of string x; 
(ii) simulate the operations of M on input s; (iii) if M enters an accepting state, erase 
the tape and generate the string $.u$. We need some notations before we can proceed 
in detail. 
From now on, by a terminal we mean a terminal other than the endmarker $. Let 
capital letters A,B, C, F,S denote the nonterminals of G while capital letters 
W,X, Y.Z denote tape symbols of M. The lower-case letter b is used to denote an 
arbitrary terminal symbol. The lower-case letters p and 4 denote states of M. We use 
the symbol 1 to denote existential productions, e.g., A+ABIBA is an existential 
production which is the same as two separate productions A-+AB and A+BA. 
A universal production is represented using parentheses, e.g., A+(AB, BA). 
An important aspect of our proof is the use of unary encoding for M’s work- 
tape symbols. This facilitates “shifting” of symbols. The unary encoding of M’s 
worktape symbol is defined as follows: Suppose IV,, W,, . . . . W, are the ordered 
worktape symbols of M. Then a sequence of terminals h,h2...hi is the unary encoding 
of the ith tape symbol Wi. Note that the terminals hi, ., hi are arbitrary and only the 
length of the sequence matters in the unary encoding. As we mentioned earlier, the 
ALBA M has a circular worktape and it rotates (shifts) the worktape counterclock- 
wise. We will use the unary encoding to shift M’s worktape during the simulation. 
Suppose M has t =k-2 different tape symbols. Then during the course of the 
simulation, the worktape of M is partitioned into supercells. Each supercell contains 
li cells. We choose k to be the size of a supercell since we need two more unary signals 
(h, . ..bk_ 1 and h, . ..b.) for the purpose of synchronization between different nonter- 
minals during the process of shifting the symbols packed in a supercell. In general, 
each nonterminal of G corresponds to a supercell of M. The nonterminal symbols of 
G are classified into three main types: A-type, B-type, and C-type. Each A- or C-type 
nonterminal symbol is a k-tuple [Xi, . . . . X,] of tape symbols and each B-type 
nonterminal corresponds to the last supercell of the tape and is thus a k+ I-tuple 
[X , , ., Xk, 41, where q is the current state of M. For simplicity, we assume that n is 
divisible by k. 
Let yO be the initial state of M and S the starting nonterminal symbol of G. The set 
of productions of G is constructed in stages. There will be totally 6 groups of 
productions. 
Group I: 
S-+S, IA[hl, . . . . bk]SC[hk, . . . . b,], 
S1 +BCbl , . . ..h.qolCCh. . . . . b,l 
for all terminals bl , . . . . bkr 
(1) 
(2) 
where .4 [h, . _. hk] is an A-type nonterminal that represents the composite symbol 
I), , . . h,. The B- and (‘-type composite symbols are similarly defined. This group of 
productions will be used to create ;I string of nontcrminals. The simulation of M on 
Y will start from this string. 
For :\l’s input string .\- = 0 ,t12.. t~,,. the desired derivation from S will be 
-.3,.A2 ‘l,,,- ,.s,c,,,_ I___ (‘2(‘, 
=a .4, 42 4,,, , B,,C ,,,... C‘J(‘, . 
where III = II /c. In order to derive the string $.YS = 531,. .tr,, 9;. the A B C-type nontcr- 
minals should be of the following form: 
.4, = .4 [(I,, ,h Gk. ,... [I,,_ ,h, , ] for all 1 < i<fu - I. 
C’, = (.[l/,, ,l, i , . . . Ll,, rA , r] for all I <i< ~11. 
B,, = B[llr. . . . . 0, .[/,,I 
We will LISA the string A, ,A:. ..-I,,, , R,, to simulate the operations of :tf (on the 
corresponding initial confguration). When M reaches an accepting state. this part will 
be erased step by step. Then the string C,,,...C2C, will bc used to confirm that the 
initial conliguration is correct (ix.. the input string is indeed o,cI?...LI,,). This will bc 
taken care of b! the productions for C-type nonterminnl symbols which are given in 
group 2. 
GUM/ 2: 
(‘[/I ,. . . . . /J, 1 + I: 1 /J, ./Jk 1 /J, ./J, x; 
for all terminals h, . . . h, 
(3) 
Again. (‘[h,. . . . . /I~] is ;I C-type nonterminal that represents the composite symbol 
[h,. . . . . h,,]. The rule C-[/J,. . . . /J,]~t: can he used only in the middle of the simulation 
(i.e.. before ‘21 cntcrs a11 accepting state). The rule (‘[/I,. . . . . /I,]+/], . ..hkl/J. . ..h.$ i4 
used to generate the terminal string !%~,t/~. ..I/,,$ at the end of the simulation (i.e.. after 
M accepts). 
Let us now concentrate on the mainline of deri\,ation. ix.. siniulxtion of operations 
of :\I. Note that the action (change of state and worktapc symbol) takes place only in 
B-type symbols. 
G‘/YM/I 3: 
Br.v ,...... y,,.Cl~j.l[ I‘,..... I’~]B[ . . . . . .I)] 
for all uorktapc symbols .Y , . . . .Yr and nonaccepting state y. 
(4) 
where the symbol aactually means the simulation of the operations of M when 
scanning supercell [XL, . ., X,] in state y. It could be a combination of several 
productions. Since M is an ALBA. some universal and existential productions may be 
involved here. Also, Y, , ., Y, are new worktape symbols and p is the new state as the 
result of M’s operation. 
B[- . . . . . -,++(B’[x1.-, . . . . -,yl,b,...bk$) (5) 
for all worktape symbol X,, terminals h ,...., hk. 
and nonaccepting state y: 
BCX I,.... xi.- . . . . . .l/]~(B’[XL.....Xj,Xi+I, , . . . . -.Y]rbl...bk$) 
for each I< itk, such that i is even, 
for all worktape symbols X,. . . . . Xi. 
for all nonaccepting state q, worktape symbol xi+, . 
and terminal symbols b,, ., b,; 
(6) 
‘CXI,...,X~,~....,~.(/]~(B’[X,, . . . . Xi,Xi+l,- ,..., -,~].bl...bk~,$) (7) 
for each I d i < h-, such that i is odd. 
for all worktape symbols X,. . . . . Xi, 
for all nonaccepting state y. worktape symbol Xi+ 1, 
and terminal symbols h, . . ., h, 1 ; 
B’[X ,r . . . . Xi.- . . . . . -,y]+B[X I.‘..,X~,~,..., ,y]lb,...bj$ (8) 
for each 1 <i < k. all tape symbols Xi, ., Xi, 
for all nonaccepting state y and terminal symbols b,, . . . . bj, 
where Xi= Wj is thejth worktape symbol. 
The goal of this group of productions is to shift the leftmost supercell to the 
right-most supercell. But shifting has to be done one cell at a time. The purpose of the 
first three productions is to coordinate the derivations between the B-type symbol and 
the leading A-type symbol so that they are synchronized. Production (5) is used by 
B-type symbol to start a supercell shifting process. It guesses the first cell in the leading 
A-type symbol as well as creates a side process to synchronize the shifting of an 
odd-numbered cell. Production (6) starts the shifting of an odd-numbered cell while 
production (7) is for shifting an even-numbered cell. (That is, shifting of an odd- 
numbered cell is signified by a string h,...hk of length k and shifting of an 
even-numbered cell is signified by a string b, . ..h_ , of length k- I.) Both these pro- 
ductions create a side process to verify the synchronization between the B-type 
symbol and the leading A-type symbol. In production (8) Xi= W, is thejth symbol in 
the ordered set of worktape symbols and is supposed to match the current leftmost 
worktape symbol. Unary encoding of worktape symbols is used here. Note that 
,i<X. -2. This rule is to confirm the correctness of X, (being shifted from the Icft- 
most A). 
The above four rules when combined with the rules for A-type symbols in group 
5 can shift supercells counterclockwise. 
Gr~rp S: 
.4[X,. .._.‘ Yi,]Ah ,... IQ (9) 
for all worktape symbols .I’, . . XL and all terminals hr. . . ..h.. 
.A[X I...... Ia] +.-l’[,Y I...... Yk]lS 
for al) X , . . . S,: 
,A[ . . . .Y,. . .U,]-A’[ . . . . . ..Y,. . . . . . Y,]iS 
for each I <i < k. huch that i is odd 
for all .Y / . . I YA: 
A[ . . . ..I’,. . . .._ YL]-,4’[ . ___. . ,I’i. .__. X,]l%, 
for each I < i < k, such that i is even. 
for all X’,. . . . . ?i,, and terminal symbol I,,: 
A’[ . . . . . ..Y /....., Yi]-t(,l[ . . . . . ..I,,+ I..... Xk].Sh 1.‘. h,-,) 
for each I <id k. and all X’,. ._. .‘I’~. 
for all h, . . h, ,. 





,4[ . . . . . ]-tL (14) 
This group of productions, along with the productions in group 4. handles the 
process of shifting a superccll. Production (9) is for the A-type symbols in between the 
leading A-type symbol and the B-type symbol. It is used mainly for the verification 
process. Production f IO) is for the current leading A-type symbol. It is combined with 
production (5) to signal the start of a supcrcell shifting and. thus. to synchronize the 
derivations of the leading A-type symbol and the B-type symbol. (That is, it signals 
that the leading A-type symbol is ready for shifting the first cell of a supercell, i.e.. an 
odd-numbered cell.) For achieving synchroniration of the process of shifting one cell. 
we need productions (I 1) and ( 12). They are used in conjunction with productions (6) 
and (7) to signal that the leading A-type symbol is ready for shifting an odd or 
even-numbered cell. Production (13) is for actually shifting one cell from the leading 
A-type symbol to the B-type symbol. It also creates a side process to verify the 
correctness of shifting. Here Xi= I&‘; is the ,jth symbol in the worktape alphabet. 
(Again. unary encoding is used and note that I\ -,i>/Z.) Production (14) is for the 
purpose of cancelling the “empty” leading A-type symbol after the shifting of a super- 
cell is done. 
So, with the above productions, a typical simulation of M’s operations on one 
supercell is shown below: 
A[X,, . . . . X~l...BCX.-~+,r...r~krYI~,...~~ 
=.4[X1, . . . . X,]...A[ Y I,..., Y/(]B[p ,..., p,p]C,...C, 
JA[Xl, . . . . X,]...A[Y ,,..., Y,]B’[Z,,- ,..., P,P]C,...Cl 
(At the same time, a side process verifies that the leading A-type symbol is indeed 
ready for shifting the first cell of a supercell, i.e., an odd-numbered cell.) 
*A’[X ,,..., X,]....4[ Yr )...) Yk]B’[Z,,~,...,~,p]C,...C1 
aA[p,Xz ,..., Xk]...AIY1 . . . . . Y,]B’[Z,.- ,..., ~,p]C,...Cl 
(At the same time, a side process verifies that Zr =X1 .) 
*A[-,X* ,..., X,]...A[ Y, ,..., Y,]B[X,,p )..., -,p]c,...cl 
=PA[~,X~ ,..., Xk]...AIY1 ,..., Y,]B’[X,,Z,,~ ,..., p,p]c,...cl 
(At the same time, a side process verifies that the leading A-type symbol is indeed 
ready for shifting an even-numbered cell.) 
*A’[-,X1 ,..., X,]...A[ Y ,,..., Y,]B’[X,,Z,,- ,..., -,p]C,...C, 
eA[-,p,X3 ,...( X,]....4[ Y ,,..., Yk]B’[X1,Zz,~ ,...) p,p]c,...cl 
(At the same time, a side process verifies that Z2=X2.) 
*A[-,-,X3 ,..., X,]...A[ Y ,,..., Y,]B[X,,X2,- ,..., P,P]C,...Cl 
*A[- ,..., -,Xk]....4[Y1 ,...) Y,]B[X, ,..., Xk-l,P,P]C,...C, 
*A[- ,..., ~,XJ...A[Y~,...) Yk]B’[Xl,..., Xkml,Zkrp]C,...C1 
(At the same time, a side process verifies that the leading A-type symbol is indeed 
ready for shifting an odd- or even-numbered cell, depending upon the parity of k.) 
=>A’[- ,..., -,XJ...A[Y ,,..., YJB’[X ,,..., X,m,,ZJ(,p]C,...C, 
*A[- ,...) -]...A[ Y1 ,..., Y,]B’[X, ,..., X,_,,Zk,P]Cm...C1 
(At the same time, a side process verifies that Zk=Xk.) 
*A[-, . ..) -]...A[ Y,, . . . . Y,]B[X,, . ..) Xk,P]C,...C1 
*AIXL+l )..., X,,]...A[Y I,..., Y,]B[X ,,..., Xkrp]C,...C1 
To illustrate how ;I \xrifcation process works, we give the details of the first side 
process \vhich verities the currcnt leading A-type symbol is indeed ready for a super- 
cell shifting: 
-.4[.\, ..... S,].4[.Yi+, ...... Y,,]l/, , , ... LI,,$C.,,, ... (‘, 
*4[.Y,. ..... V,]d, ... Ir,,S(.,,,...( ., 
*St1 I_._ tr,,S(‘,,,... (‘, 
=Str, . ..tr.,S(‘,,, I... (‘ I 
Note that in the ahovc .4 [ .I , . . .i i ] \ix forced to gcneratc S and C’,‘s were forced 
to generate ;:. 
Now \ve haw to introduce productions \uch that when 31 accepts. everything but 
(‘,‘s will be axed. 
GM/ 0: 
U[ . . . .q]+b (15) 
for each accepting stale q. 
f +h, F-Is (161 
With production ( 16) for symbol b. the A-type symbols can be erased one by one. 
So. after :I! enters an accepting state q. ;i typical simulation would be 
311 
=-A[-, . . . . -]...AIXn_k+l ,..., X,,]FC,...C7 
=+A[XL+l,..., X2k]...A[X,j-t+l ,..., X,,]FC,...C, 
. . . 
*A[XZk+ ,,...,. Y,,]...A[X,,_,+, ,.,., X,]FC,...C{ 
=>FC,...C, 
=z-$u ,... UkCm -,... c, 
=>$u,... u~u~+~...u~~Cm~~...C, 
Some verification side processes were also created by the A’-type symbols in the 
above. These verifications will all succeed since the nonterminal F is able to derive any 
terminal string. 
Proposition. (i) !/‘M accrpts s, there is LI drrictrtion tree of’G,fiw $x$ whose nodrs nre 
luhrlrd with srntrntiol ,jiwnls of‘ length (11 most 2 1 s 1 .
(ii) !/‘G ~~rncrat~~.s $s$, M c~~~pt.s x. 
Proof. Part (i) can be easily seen from the construction of G. The proof of part (ii) 
could be quite involved. Here we only give some observations and leave the details to 
the reader. 
(1) The rules for the middle A-type nonterminals cannot be used by the leading 
A-type nonterminal, and vice versa. So, they can only use their own rules. This is why 
the endmarker $ is needed. 
(2) In the simulation, the rules must be applied to the B-type nonterminal (call it B) 
and the leading A-type nonterminal (call it A,) in a fixed synchronous way. That is, in 
the mainline derivation, B and A, should follow the protocol: 
B: (1) Simulate M for one step (one supercell). 
(2) Initiate shifting of the leftmost (i.e., an odd) cell 
and guess the leftmost cell content. 
A, : ( I ) Answer “ready for shifting an odd cell”. 











Initintc shifting of next (2nd. i.e.. even) cell 
and g~~ess its content. 
Answer “ready for shifting an even cell”. 
Verify that the guessed symbol ih its 2nd symbol. 
Initiate shifting of the next (3rd. i.c.. odd) cell 
and guess its content 
Answer “ready for shifting an odd cell”. 
Verify. that the puesscd symbol is its 3rd symbol. 
Initiate shifting of the next (/;th. even or odd depending upon the parity 
of li) cell and guess its content. 
Answer “ready for shifting an odd even cell”. 
(depending upon the parity of I,). 
Verify that the guessed symbol is its l;th symbol. 
Vanish. 
B: (Repeat ). 
(3) The correctness of initial confgurution is verified by the fact that the segment of 
C-type nonterminals must be of the same length as the segment of A B-type nonter- 
minals. \vhich must be of length II. Thus. the last step verities the correctness. 
From the abo\,c observations. one can see that the mainline derivation should 
correctly simulate the operations of ,!I and. thus. if C; generates $s$. then M 
accepts .Y. -1 
4. Conclusion 
We have shown that ALBAs (or APDAs) are equivalent to linear-erasing ACFGs. 
The simulation of the ALBA by the ACFG relies on the endmarkcr to verify the 
correctness of tape shifting. It is interesting to know if the endmarker can be removed 
from the simulation. It remains open whether ALBAs are able to accept the languages 
generated by (not necessarily linear-erasing) ACFGs. 
Finally. we compare alternating linear context-free grammars (ALCFGs). i.e.. 
ACFGs whose productions have at most one nonterminal on the right side. and 
l-turn APDAs. It is known that ALCFGs accept only polynomial-time languages 131. 
On the other hand. l-turn APDAs are as powerful as APDAs and, thus. can accept all 
exponential-time languages [6]. This contrasts the well-known fact that l-turn PDAs 
accept exactly the languages generated by LCFGs. 
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